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Introduction

- PMTs sensitive to different wavelength ranges -> possible
to isolate 3rd continuum

Energy needed
to produce a 
photon for the
investigated
pressures

In this work:

- We measured primary scintillation of Xe in purity controlled conditions, 
characterizing its time and spectral emission systematically for different
particle types, vs reduced electric field (0-100V/cm/bar) and pressure
(1-10bar)

- We quantified 3rd continuum yields, which are rarely reported for noble 
gases

- We established the lack of recombination for βs in Xe ->  important e.g. 
for NEXT experiment

- We found hints for presence of 3rd continuum in β tracks (a detailed
discussion on this will appear in a separate work)
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- Implicit assumption in existing experiments based on noble elements TPCs is that emission
is monochromatic around the 2nd continuum band -> possibility to build new – generation
detectors that use spectroscopic information
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- Time – resolved, purity -
controlled data taking for
different P and E
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- Working on W 
estimation using
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